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Hate Spin Mar 09 2021 How
right-wing political
entrepreneurs around the
world use religious
offense—both given and

taken—to mobilize supporters
and marginalize opponents. In
the United States, elements of
the religious right fuel fears of
an existential Islamic threat,
spreading anti-Muslim rhetoric
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into mainstream politics. In
Indonesia, Muslim absolutists
urge suppression of churches
and minority sects, fostering a
climate of rising intolerance. In
India, Narendra Modi's radical
supporters instigate communal
riots and academic censorship
in pursuit of their Hindu
nationalist vision. Outbreaks of
religious intolerance are
usually assumed to be visceral
and spontaneous. But in Hate
Spin, Cherian George shows
that they often involve
sophisticated campaigns
manufactured by political
opportunists to mobilize
supporters and marginalize
opponents. Right-wing
networks orchestrate the
giving of offense and the taking
of offense as instruments of
identity politics, exploiting
democratic space to promote
agendas that undermine
democratic values. George
calls this strategy “hate
spin”—a double-sided
technique that combines hate
speech (incitement through
vilification) with manufactured
offense-taking (the performing
of righteous indignation). It is

deployed in societies as diverse
as Buddhist Myanmar and
Orthodox Christian Russia.
George looks at the world's
three largest democracies,
where intolerant groups within
India's Hindu right, America's
Christian right, and Indonesia's
Muslim right are all
accomplished users of hate
spin. He also shows how the
Internet and Google have
opened up new opportunities
for cross-border hate spin.
George argues that
governments must protect
vulnerable communities by
prohibiting calls to action that
lead directly to discrimination
and violence. But laws that try
to protect believers' feelings
against all provocative
expression invariably backfire.
They arm hate spin agents'
offense-taking campaigns with
legal ammunition. Antidiscrimination laws and a
commitment to religious
equality will protect
communities more
meaningfully than misguided
attempts to insulate them from
insult.
Contentious Belonging May
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23 2022 Contention has
surrounded the status of
minorities throughout
Indonesian history. Two broad
polarities are evident: one
inclusive of minorities,
regarding them as part of the
nation’s rich complexity and a
manifestation of its “Unity in
Diversity” motto; the other
exclusive, viewing with
suspicion or disdain those
communities or groups that
differ from the perceived
majority. State and community
attitudes towards minorities
have fluctuated over time.
Some periods have been
notable for the acceptance of
minorities and protection of
their rights, while others have
been marked by anti-minority
discrimination, marginalisation
and sometimes violence. This
book explores the complex
historical and contemporary
dimensions of Indonesia’s
religious, ethnic, LGBT and
disability minorities from a
range of perspectives,
including historical, legal,
political, cultural, discursive
and social. It addresses
fundamental questions about

Indonesia’s tolerance and
acceptance of difference, and
examines the extent to which
diversity is embraced or
suppressed.
Mythology and the Tolerance of
the Javanese Jul 25 2022
Rising Islamic Conservatism
in Indonesia Jul 21 2019 This
edited volume argues that the
rise of Islamic conservatism
poses challenges to Indonesia’s
continued existence as a
secular state, with far-reaching
implications for the social,
cultural and political fortunes
of the country. It contributes a
model of analysis in the field of
Indonesian and Islamic studies
on the logic of Islamic
conservative activism in
Indonesia. This volume
presents informative case
studies of discourses and
expressions of Islamic
conservatism expressed by
leading mainstream and
upcoming Indonesian Islamic
groups and interpret them in a
nuanced perspective. All
volume contributors are
Indonesian-based Islamic
Studies scholars with in-depth
expertise on the Islamic groups
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they have studied closely for
years, if not decades. This book
is an up-to-date study
addressing contemporary
Indonesian politics that should
be read by Islamic Studies,
Indonesian Studies, and more
broadly Southeast Asian
Studies specialists. It is also a
useful reference for those
studying Religion and Politics,
and Comparative Politics.
Are Muslims Distinctive? Jun
19 2019 How, if at all, do
Muslims and non-Muslims
differ? The question spurs
spirited discussion among
people the world over, in
Muslim and non-Muslim lands
alike, but we still lack answers
based on sound empirical
evidence. This book engages a
set of the biggest issues using
rigorous methods and data
drawn from around the globe.
It reveals that in some areas
Muslims and non-Muslims
differ less than is commonly
imagined, and shows that
Muslims are not unusually
religious or inclined to favor
the fusion of religious and
political authority. Nor are
Muslims especially prone to

mass political violence. Yet in
some areas Muslims and nonMuslims diverge: Gender
inequality is more severe
among Muslims, Muslims are
unusually intolerant of
homosexuality and other
controversial behaviors, and
democracy is rare in the
Muslim world. Other areas of
divergence bear the marks of a
Muslim advantage: Violent
crime and class-based
inequities are less severe
among Muslims than nonMuslims. Committed to
discovering social facts rather
than either stoking prejudices
or stroking political
sensibilities, Are Muslims
Distinctive? represents the first
major scientific effort to assess
how Muslims and non-Muslims
differ--and do not differ--in the
contemporary world. Its
findings have vital implications
for human welfare, interfaith
understanding, and the foreign
policies of the United States
and other Western countries.
Civil Islam Nov 17 2021 Civil
Islam tells the story of Islam
and democratization in
Indonesia, the world's largest
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Muslim nation. Challenging
stereotypes of Islam as
antagonistic to democracy, this
study of courage and
reformation in the face of state
terror suggests possibilities for
democracy in the Muslim world
and beyond. Democratic in the
early 1950s and with rich
precedents for tolerance and
civility, Indonesia succumbed
to violence. In 1965, Muslim
parties were drawn into the
slaughter of half a million
communists. In the aftermath
of this bloodshed, a "New
Order" regime came to power,
suppressing democratic forces
and instituting dictatorial
controls that held for decades.
Yet from this maelstrom of
violence, repressed by the state
and denounced by conservative
Muslims, an Islamic democracy
movement emerged,
strengthened, and played a
central role in the 1998
overthrow of the Soeharto
regime. In 1999, Muslim leader
Abdurrahman Wahid was
elected President of a
reformist, civilian government.
In explaining how this
achievement was possible,

Robert Hefner emphasizes the
importance of civil institutions
and public civility, but argues
that neither democracy nor
civil society is possible without
a civilized state. Against
portrayals of Islam as
inherently antipluralist and
undemocratic, he shows that
Indonesia's Islamic reform
movement repudiated the goal
of an Islamic state, mobilized
religiously ecumenical support,
promoted women's rights, and
championed democratic ideals.
This broadly interdisciplinary
and timely work heightens our
awareness of democracy's
necessary pluralism, and
places Indonesia at the center
of our efforts to understand
what makes democracy work.
Constitutional Democracy in
Indonesia Feb 26 2020
Indonesia's political and
governmental structures
underwent sweeping reforms
in the late 1990s. After decades
of authoritarian rule, a key
aspect of the transition to
constitutional democracy
during this period was the
amendment of the 1945
Indonesian Constitution - an
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important legal text governing
the world's third largest
democracy. The amended
Constitution introduced
profound changes to the legal
and political system, including
an emphasis on judicial
independence, a bill of rights,
and the establishment of a
Constitutional Court. This
volume, with chapters written
by leading experts, explores
the ongoing debates over the
meaning, implementation, and
practice of constitutional
democracy in Indonesia. This
includes debates over the
powers of the legislature, the
role of the military, the scope
of decentralisation, the
protection of rights and
permissible limits on rights, the
regulation of elections, the
watchdog role of accountability
agencies, and the leading role
of the Constitutional Court.
These legal issues are analysed
in light of the contemporary
social, political, and economic
environment that has seen a
decline in tolerance, freedom,
and respect for minorities.
Contributions to this volume
review the past two decades of

reform in Indonesia and assess
the challenges to the future of
constitutional democracy
amidst the wide-spread
consensus on the decline of
democracy in Indonesia.
Demands for amendments to
the Constitution and calls to
revert to its initial form would
be a reversal of Indonesia's
democratic gains.
"Public Religion" and the
Pancasila-based State of
Indonesia Feb 20 2022 «Public
Religion» and the PancasilaBased State of Indonesia: An
Ethical and Sociological
Analysis analyzes the public
role of religion in Indonesian
society from the preindependence period to the end
of Suharto's New Order
government. It offers
constructive suggestions
regarding how Indonesian
religion can play a significant
role within the framework of
Pancasila, Indonesia's national
ideology. Based on a ChristianMuslim dialogue, it is only
within the realm of civil society
that Indonesian religion will be
able to promote the ideas of
democracy, tolerance, and
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human rights in Indonesian
public affairs. In short, far from
being anti-pluralist, Indonesian
religion evolves as a liberating
force in the life of society,
nation, and state.
Islamic Education and the
Public Sphere Oct 16 2021
How does Islamic education
prepare students for
participation in the public life
of democratic and multicultural
societies? This question runs
counter to what the current
public debate about Islamic
education would seem to
suggest. Rather than pondering
the role Islamic schools may
play in radicalizing Muslim
youth, Florian Pohl presents
instances in which Islamic
educational institutions
actively further progressive
politics and strengthen the
public sphere of contemporary
Indonesian society through
educational programs that
address issues such as antiviolence, interfaith and
interethnic tolerance,
pluralism, human rights,
gender equality, democracy,
and political and social justice.
Grounded in ethnographic

fieldwork, this study reveals
how large the scope of action
and thought is for these Islamic
schools. This is a critical
impulse for the evaluation of
Islamic schools that also
functions as encouragement for
those in Islamic educational
institutions to find identity not
in exclusion but in contact with
and respect for others. Pohl's
book offers a productive source
of friction for current debates
in the international context
over the question of how to
harness religion's potential in
the educational field in such a
way that the dangers of
exclusivism and intolerance
can be resisted and
competencies for tolerance and
dialogue can be strengthened.
The Wisdom of Tolerance Jul
13 2021 What do Buddhism
and Islam have in common?
And what positive
characteristics might Buddhist
Japan and Muslim Indonesia be
able to offer one another? In
this thoughtful and wideranging discussion which
draws on creative artists and
thinkers as diverse as
Beethoven, Goethe, Tolstoy,
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Thomas Jefferson and Akira
Kurosawa distinguished
representatives from each
country demonstrate that
meaningful dialogue between
religions and cultures begins
with a one-to-one conversation
between individuals.
Addressing the similarities of
their nations as island peoples,
with a shared history of trade
and cultural exchange,
Abdurrahman Wahid and
Daisaku Ikeda agree that the
aim of dialogue, like that of
Buddhism and Islam alike, is
fundamentally the goal of
peace. A pivotal moment in the
conversation comes when
reference is made to the
Indonesian story of the Bamboo
Princess, from the Chronicle of
the Kings of Pasai; this is seen
to bear close resemblance to
the Japanese Taketori
Monogatari, or 'Tale of the
Bamboo Cutter'. Such narrative
interrelationship which can be
discerned even in the midst of
religious and cultural
distinctiveness emerges as a
powerful symbol of the
common humanity not just of
Indonesia and Japan but of all

cultures. Both thinkers
continue to draw on their
respective traditions, on their
personal experiences of war
and adversity, and especially
on the lives of the Buddha and
the Prophet Mohammed, to
show that harmony springs
from an attitude of tolerance
and nonviolence which is
where true courage resides.
Whether masterfully
expounding the teachings of
Nichiren, or indicating that a
proper understanding of jihad
is not about religious conflict
but about communicating the
truth of Allah, the discussants
mutually transform our
understandings of value,
pluralism, and amity.
Islam and Democracy in
Indonesia Oct 28 2022 This
book explains how the leaders
of the world's largest Islamic
organizations understand
tolerance, explicating how
politics works in a Muslimmajority democracy.
Islamism, Crisis and
Democratization Jan 27 2020
This book systematically
assesses the value systems of
active Muslims around the
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globe. Based on a multivariate
analysis of recent World Values
Survey data, it sheds new light
on Muslim opinions and values
in countries such as Indonesia,
Iran, Tunisia, Egypt and
Turkey. Due to a lack of
democratic traditions, sluggish
economic growth, escalating
religiously motivated violence,
and dissatisfaction with ruling
elites in many Muslim
countries, the authors identify
a crisis and return to
conservative values in the
Muslim world, including antiSemitism, religious and sexual
intolerance, and views on
democracy and secularism,
business and economic
matters. Based on these
observations, they offer
recommendations for
policymakers and civil societies
in Muslim countries on how to
move towards tolerance,
greater democratization and
more rapid economic growth.
Picture of Indonesian
Religious Life, 1998-1999
Sep 22 2019
The Relevance of Food
Availability for the
Tolerance to Environmental

Stress in Asian Green
Mussels, Perna Viridis, from
Coastal Habitats in
Indonesia Aug 02 2020
Countering Violent and Hateful
Extremism in Indonesia Aug 14
2021 This book provides an
overview of preventing and
countering violent extremism
(P/CVE) to assist readers in
developing a more complete
understanding of P/CVE and
the issues of radicalisation,
disengagement and
rehabilitation. It shines a light
on some key P/CVE
programmes and initiatives in
Indonesia and is written to
facilitate understanding
preventing and countering
violent extremism in a larger
frame. It is intended to be of
interest to civil society
activists, security practitioners,
communities, policy makers
and researchers alike. It
represents a collaboration,
born out of partnership in the
field, that brings together
academic researchers and civil
society activists from Indonesia
and Australia. Around the
world, far too little is known
about Indonesian society in
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general and Indonesian Islam
and civil society in particular.
This is, in large measure,
because of the barrier of
language. This book represents
a small, but hopefully
significant, contribution to
opening a window to Indonesia.
The focus of this book is on the
challenging issues entailed
with violent and hateful
extremism. The initiatives it
portrays and the people it
describes, and whose voices it
channels, are filled with the
hope of transforming the world
to make it better. Greg Barton
is a research professor in
Global Islamic Politics in the
Alfred Deakin Institute for
Citizenship and Globalisation
(ADI), Deakin University,
researching Islam and civil
society, democratisation and
countering violent extremism.
The central axis of his research
interests is the way in which
religious thought, individual
believers and religious
communities respond to
modernity and to the modern
nation-state. Matteo Vergani is
a researcher in ADI and a
senior lecturer in sociology at

Deakin University, Australia.
His primary research interests
are political and bias violence,
its causes, its impact on society
and the study of what could
prevent it. he is the founder of
the online platform Tackling
Hate, which provides free
training modules for
practitioners working on
tackling various forms of hate
and extremism. Yenny Wahid is
the second daughter of H.E.
Abdurrahman Wahid and
established the Wahid
Foundation to carry on his
work in building tolerance and
understanding. She was a
former journalist for the
Australian newspapers, The
Sydney Morning Herald and
The Age and a member of the
special staff for political
communication working in the
office of President Yudhoyono.
Cattle Breeding in
Indonesia with Special
Reference to Heat Tolerance
Apr 10 2021
Indonesia Feb 08 2021
"Although at times religious
and ethnic tensions have risen
to the surface, Indonesians live
in relative harmony and have
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developed a distinct Indonesian
identity since becoming an
independent republic in 1949.
With its multi-party democracy
and free elections, modern
Indonesia is a much more
politically mature and tolerant
place than it was during the
Suharto era, when
authoritarian one-party rule
held sway. Today, Indonesia
has become a prime example of
how a modernizing country can
embrace democracy and
celebrate its diversity. With
this maturity and tolerance
comes a more global viewpoint,
and global citizenship has
become increasingly important
to many Indonesians as they
work to make our world fairer,
more sustainable, and more
peaceful"-Religious Tolerance and the
Christian Faith Jan 19 2022
Security, Democracy, and
Society in Bali May 11 2021
This book focuses on how
diverse developments are
reflected in the rise of the
security groups in Bali,
Indonesia. Bali’s security
groups pose many interesting
questions. Why did they put up

so many huge posters around
the streets of southern Bali
promoting themselves? Are
their claims to represent the
community plausible or are
they “gangs”? How are they
shaped by Indonesia’s violent
past? How does Hinduism
affect their gender politics? Do
they promote illiberal populism
or ethnic and religious
tolerance? Does their central
role in money politics prevent
local democratization? Rather
than write bottom-up history or
bring the state back in, this
collection as a whole draws on
the ideas that circulate among
leaders. These circulating ideas
construct contemporary
politics around both
reinterpretations of old
practices and responses to
problems around tourism,
gender, populism, religion, and
democracy.
State, Law and Religion in
Pluralistic Societies - Austrian
and Indonesian Perspectives
Mar 29 2020 The contributions
of this volume present
experiences and best-practice
examples in managing religious
diversity from a legal, political
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and local perspective. It marks
an interesting point for the ongoing discussion on integration
and participation of Muslims in
Europe and shows the need for
exchanging knowledge and
experience in this field especially to fulfil the
challenges in a globalized
world. This volume combines
contributions from the
Austrian-Indonesian Dialogue
Symposium State, Law and
Religion in Pluralistic Societies
- Austrian and Indonesian
Perspectives, held in May 2009
in Vienna, organized by the
Austrian and the Indonesian
Ministry for Foreign Affairs in
co-operation with the Faculty
of Law. This symposium
marked an important step in
strengthening the dialog
between the countries, both on
the level of civil service,
universities and religious
communities.
Between Social Services and
Tolerance Jun 24 2022
Muhammadiyah, together with
the Nahdlatul Ulama (NU), are
seen as the two pillars of
moderate Islam in Indonesia.
Muhammadiyah is currently

often perceived to be the more
conservative of the two and to
have more affinity with Islamist
groups. On political issues, for
instance, it is steered by
Islamist imagery. On cultural
issues, Muhammadiyah is often
guided by old enmity towards
what is called the TBC
(takhayul, bid’ah dan churafat;
delusions, religious innovation
without precedence in the
Prophetic traditions and the
Qur’an, and superstitions or
irrational belief). This position
has placed Muhammadiyah in
an uneasy relationship with
both local cultures and
traditionalist Islam. Three
issues that were raised in
2017—the banning of Hizbut
Tahrir Indonesia (HTI), the
recurrent controversy on the
Indonesian Communist Party
(PKI), and the ruling of the
Constitutional Court on
Penghayat Kepercayaan—are
issues where Muhammadiyah
has been easily drawn towards
Islamist and conservative
tendencies. Be that as it may,
Muhammadiyah remains a
social movement guided by its
long-held theology of al-Mā`ūn
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(kindness) and with a strong
emphasis on social services. It
is this doctrine that has
prevented Muhammadiyah
from dwelling on mythical or
abstract issues and neutralized
it against Islamism, making its
members more realistic in
viewing the world, more prone
to distancing themselves from
the utopian vision of a
caliphate, from the dream of
shariah as the Messiah that
will solve every problem, and
from the temptation to create
an Islamic state. The
“pragmatic Islamism” that
Muhammadiyah has adopted
allows it to handle social
dynamics well.
The Governments Responses
in Facing the Disbandment
of Stephen Tong's Revival
Worship in Bandung as a
Test of City Tolerance Sep 15
2021 Essay from the year 2017
in the subject Politics International Politics - General
and Theories, language:
English, abstract: As a part of
diverse nations, Indonesia
becomes a house of different
society with different
backgrounds of ethnics, races,

and beliefs. The state attempts
maximally for accommodating
any difference emerging in the
perspective of democracy, yet
some issues addressing
diversity escalate in the period
when most society in Indonesia
are far better for their living.
While gradually, issues of
diversity escalate in major
cities in where people never
predict they will not occur
there due to some factors, for
example moderate and open
minded leaders, better levels of
education, and higher scales of
economy. Some of cities in
Indonesia which are considered
plural and tolerant nowadays
have altered to be intolerant
due to some emerging
distruptive cases addressing
the issues of religion freedom.
Bandung is one of the cities in
where some of top universities
are located and more diverse in
accommodating different
interests of ethnics, races, and
beliefs. The city has been
celebrating diversity and
differences for quite a long
time without any significant
disturbances for most of
society in different beliefs. On
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behalf of Bandung Messages,
or Dasasila Bandung, declared
in Non Allignment Movement
Conference in 1955 in the
same city, The city mayor,
Ridwan Kamil declared
Bandung as The Human Right
City, pointing out that the
declaration was addressing the
respect for fundamental human
rights and for purposes and
principles of the charter of the
United Nations. The principle
of Bandung as The Human
Right City is elaborated in a
charter, conscientiously
arranged in conjunction with
the centre of law and human
rights advisory of Padjadjaran
University and International
Human Rights Reporting
Standards. It is obvious that
the charter is formulated on
the basis of transparency,
accountability, and
participation of citizens.
Demokrasi: Aug 22 2019
Indonesia, a nation of
thousands of islands and
almost 250 million people,
straddles the junction of the
Pacific and Indian oceans.
Current President Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono has

presided over 6 per cent
average yearly growth of its
economy, to surpass $1 trillion.
If this rate continues, Indonesia
will join the world's ten biggest
economies in a decade or so,
just behind the so-called BRIC
countries. The much-discussed
recent documentary The Act of
Killing revived some of its
darker past, and Barack
Obama's reminiscences about
the childhood years he spent
there briefly shone the
spotlight on a country many
Americans know little about.
Yet as Indonesia approaches its
2014 parliamentary and
presidential elections, its
future is wide open. Though
the largest Muslim nation by
population, it remains a
receiver of wisdom from the
Arab world, rather than a
messenger of multi-religious
tolerance. Its pursuit of trade
agreements with Japan and
South Korea have burnished its
economic ambitions, but its
diplomacy is long on so-called
"soft power," and short on
sanctions or force. So what
does the future hold for this
pivotal place? Award-winning
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Asia-Pacific journalist Hamish
McDonald's Demokrasi is an
accessible and authoritative
introduction to the modern
history and politics of this
fascinating country.
Pancasila and the Search for
Identity and Modernity in
Indonesian Society Jun 12
2021
Remaking Muslim Politics:
Pluralism, Contestation,
Democratization Dec 26 2019
There is a struggle for the
hearts and minds of Muslims
unfolding across the Islamic
world. The conflict pits
Muslims who support pluralism
and democracy against others
who insist such institutions are
antithetical to Islam. With
some 1.3 billion people
worldwide professing Islam,
the outcome of this contest is
sure to be one of the defining
political events of the twentyfirst century. Bringing together
twelve engaging essays by
leading specialists focusing on
individual countries, this
pioneering book examines the
social origins of civildemocratic Islam, its long-term
prospects, its implications for

the West, and its lessons for
our understanding of religion
and politics in modern times.
Although depicted by its
opponents as the product of
political ideas "made in the
West" civil-democratic Islam
represents an indigenous
politics that seeks to build a
distinctive Islamic modernity.
In countries like Turkey, Iran,
Malaysia, and Indonesia, it has
become a major political force.
Elsewhere its influence is
apparent in efforts to devise
Islamic grounds for women's
rights, religious tolerance, and
democratic citizenship.
Everywhere it has generated
fierce resistance from religious
conservatives. Examining this
high-stakes clash, Remaking
Muslim Politics breaks new
ground in the comparative
study of Islam and democracy.
The contributors are Bahman
Baktiari, Thomas Barfield, John
R. Bowen, Dale F. Eickelman,
Robert W. Hefner, Peter
Mandaville, Augustus Richard
Norton, Gwenn Okruhlik,
Michael G. Peletz, Diane
Singerman, Jenny B. White,
and Muhammad Qasim Zaman.
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Indonesia's Elite Oct 24 2019
The Politics of
Multiculturalism Jul 01 2020
Few challenges to the modern
dream of democratic
citizenship appear greater than
the presence of severe ethnic,
religious, and linguistic
divisions in society. With their
diverse religions and ethnic
communities, the Southeast
Asian countries of Malaysia,
Singapore, and Indonesia have
grappled with this problem
since achieving independence
after World War II. Each
country has on occasion been
torn by violence over the
proper terms for
accommodating pluralism.
Until the Asian economic crisis
of 1997, however, these
nations also enjoyed one of the
most sustained economic
expansions the non-Western
world has ever seen. This
timely volume brings together
fifteen leading specialists of
the region to consider the
impact of two generations of
nation-building and marketmaking on pluralism and
citizenship in these deeply
divided Asian societies.

Examining the new face of
pluralism from the perspective
of markets, politics, gender,
and religion, the studies show
that each country has
developed a strikingly different
response to the challenges of
citizenship and diversity. The
contributors, most of whom
come Southeast Asia, pay
particular attention to the
tension between state and
societal approaches to
citizenship. They suggest that
the achievement of an
effectively participatory public
sphere in these countries will
depend not only on the
presence of an independent
"civil society," but on a synergy
of state and society that
nurtures a public culture
capable of mediating ethnic,
religious, and gender divides.
The Politics of Multiculturalism
will be of special interest to
students of Southeast Asian
history and society,
anthropologists grappling with
questions of citizenship and
culture, political scientists
studying democracy across
cultures, and all readers
concerned with the prospects
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for civility and tolerance in a
multicultural world.
Politics in Indonesia Sep 27
2022 Describes the attitudes,
aspirations and frustrations of
the key players in Indonesian
politics as they struggle to
shape the future.
Creating Multicultural
Citizens Dec 18 2021 Despite
the largest-scale
decentralisation of education
since 1999, which broadly led
to the marketisation of
education, it is not clear how
school education responds to
the multicultural realities of
Indonesian society and ethnoreligious conflicts. Creating
Multicultural Citizens presents
a comprehensive evaluation of
contemporary education in the
largest democratic Muslim
country in the world, focusing
on the ways in which education
prepares citizens for a
multicultural society. It
thoroughly examines the statereligion-community roles in the
field of education in developing
the Indonesian people. Using a
qualitative ethnographic
methodology, the author
presents six case studies of

different schools, including
religious, non-religious, state
and private schools, in two
different provinces in
Indonesia. It particularly
explores: Evolving but
contested theories of
multiculturalism and
multicultural education;
Education changes and reforms
in post-Suharto Indonesia;
Government policies for
multicultural education and
school curriculum; School
leadership for education for
diversity; Roles of religious
education in schools in
nurturing multicultural beliefs,
values and attitudes; Extracurricular activities and
tolerance; Students’
perspectives of
multiculturalism and the ideal
society; The promising
development of a pesantren
(Islamic boarding school in
establishing multicultural
education. It is the first book to
explore how education in
Indonesia helps contribute to
the creation of tolerant and
multicultural citizens and is
essential reading for anyone
involved in Indonesian
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education and international
higher education.
Civil Islam Apr 22 2022 Civil
Islam tells the story of Islam
and democratization in
Indonesia, the world's largest
Muslim nation. Challenging
stereotypes of Islam as
antagonistic to democracy, this
study of courage and
reformation in the face of state
terror suggests possibilities for
democracy in the Muslim world
and beyond. Democratic in the
early 1950s and with rich
precedents for tolerance and
civility, Indonesia succumbed
to violence. In 1965, Muslim
parties were drawn into the
slaughter of half a million
communists. In the aftermath
of this bloodshed, a "New
Order" regime came to power,
suppressing democratic forces
and instituting dictatorial
controls that held for decades.
Yet from this maelstrom of
violence, repressed by the state
and denounced by conservative
Muslims, an Islamic democracy
movement emerged,
strengthened, and played a
central role in the 1998
overthrow of the Soeharto

regime. In 1999, Muslim leader
Abdurrahman Wahid was
elected President of a
reformist, civilian government.
In explaining how this
achievement was possible,
Robert Hefner emphasizes the
importance of civil institutions
and public civility, but argues
that neither democracy nor
civil society is possible without
a civilized state. Against
portrayals of Islam as
inherently antipluralist and
undemocratic, he shows that
Indonesia's Islamic reform
movement repudiated the goal
of an Islamic state, mobilized
religiously ecumenical support,
promoted women's rights, and
championed democratic ideals.
This broadly interdisciplinary
and timely work heightens our
awareness of democracy's
necessary pluralism, and
places Indonesia at the center
of our efforts to understand
what makes democracy work.
Abraham's Children Dec 06
2020 Scarcely any country in
today's world can claim to be
free of intolerance. Israel and
Palestine, Northern Ireland,
the Sudan, the Balkans,
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Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, and
the Caucasus are just some of
the areas of intractable
conflict, apparently inspired or
exacerbated by religious
differences. Can devoted Jews,
Christians, or Muslims remain
true to their own fundamental
beliefs and practices, yet also
find paths toward liberty,
tolerance, and respect for
those of other faiths? In this
vitally important book, fifteen
influential practitioners of the
Abrahamic religions address
religious liberty and tolerance
from the perspectives of their
own faith traditions. Former
President Jimmy Carter, Rabbi
Arik Ascherman, Indonesia's
first democratically elected
president, Abdurrahman
Wahid, and the other writers
draw on their personal
experiences and on the sacred
writings that are central in
their own religious lives.
Rather than relying on "pure
reason," as secularists might
prefer, the contributors
celebrate religious traditions
and find within them a way
toward mutual peace,
uncompromised liberty, and

principled tolerance. Offering a
counterbalance to incendiary
religious leaders who cite Holy
Writ to justify intolerance and
violence, the contributors
reveal how tolerance and
respect for believers in other
faiths stands at the core of the
Abrahamic traditions.
"I Come from a Pancasila
Family" Nov 05 2020 This
book examines social identity
transformations through
interreligious relations in postReformasi Indonesia. It
answers two questions: how do
Muslims and Christians identify
and position themselves and
others; and what are the sociocognitive effects of their
identification and positioning?
The objectives are, first, to gain
insight into the relation
between religious discourse
and (the lack of) social
cohesion, and, second, to
contribute to a theory and
method of studying
interreligious relations. The
study is based on 24 focus
group discussions in Surakarta
(Central Java), making a
critical discourse analysis of
them. The book concludes that
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the interviewees use various
classifications to identify and
position themselves and others,
although these are not fixed
but fluid, depending on specific
situations and interests. The
book advocates for a shift from
the 'social identity' theory to a
'multiple identity' theory for
studying religion and
interreligious relations.
(Series: Interreligious Studies Vol. 6)
Islam Beyond Conflict Nov 24
2019 This volume explores the
extent to which moderate
Indonesian Islam is able to
assimilate leading concepts
from Western political theory.
The essays explore how
concepts from Western
political theory are compatible
with a liberal interpretation of
Islamic universals and how
such universals can form the
basis for a contemporary
approach to the protection of
human rights and the
articulation of a modern
Islamic civil society.
The role of Islam in the
democratization process of
Indonesia in the post-Soeharto
period Jan 07 2021 Essay aus

dem Jahr 2005 im Fachbereich
Orientalistik / Sinologie Indonesisch, Note: 68,
University of Leeds,
Veranstaltung: International
Studies, Sprache: Deutsch,
Abstract: In his controversial
and often-cited book "The clash
of civilizations and the
remaking of world order",
Harvard's Samuel Huntington
several times stated that
Islamic culture and society,
which is inhospitable to
Western liberal principles, is in
large part to blame for the
failure of democracy in the
Muslim world. In the end, the
former upbeat spokesperson
for democracy's "third wave"
concluded: "Democratic
prospects in the Muslim
republics are bleak." (1996: 29,
114, 193) The most populous
Muslim republic of the world at
a quick look seemed to be a
telling proof of what
Huntington said. Indonesia was
ruled by the authoritarian
regime of dictator Suharto in
more than 30 years. After his
fall, it was even more infamous
for the human abuses in East
Timor and Aceh, the Islamic
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opposition to a female
president (1999), Bali
bombings and the emergence
of Islamic fundamentalism.
However, in this essay, I argue
that Indonesia is a vivid
example of the compatibility of
Islam and democracy. Contrary
to being a conservative antidemocratic force, Islam in
Indonesia has been "integral to
democratization" (SAPC, 2004:
2) and become the single most
important force for political
change (Hefner, 2000: 18). My
arguments will begin with a
brief of the lack of democracy
in the New Order (1967-1998)
and the transition to
democracy following it. Then I
will provide another brief of an
Indonesian Islam in different
periods and its relationship
with post-independence
politics. Yet the core of my
essay lies in the third section:
the role of Islam in the
transition to democracy in
Indonesia, in which I will prove
that Islam has played a critical
part in the pro-democracy
movement, in the research on
the compatibility of Islam and
democracy, in elections and in

the building of a civil society in
Indonesia... Finally, th
INDONESIA-EASTERN JAVA
TO BALI Apr 29 2020 This is a
beautiful travel photography
book showing the lovely
regions of Eastern Java and
Bali. It includes the radiant
sunsets and sunrises that color
and give character to the over
13,000 islands that make up
the country called Indonesia.It
is also a land of religious
variety and cultural diversity of
unparalleled tolerance and
human kindness rarely seen in
today's world.
Purifying the Faith Oct 04 2020
The Muhammadijah (or
Muhammadiyah) movement
was founded by Ahmad Dahlan
in 1912 and evolved to
emphasize religious and
secular education, personal
moral responsibility, and a
tolerance for other faiths. It is
the second largest Islamic
organization in Indonesia with
an estimated 30 million
followers. In 1970, James L.
Peacock spent eight months in
Indonesia immersing himself in
the thinking, religious practice,
and daily lives of
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Muhammadijah followers.
Published in 1978, this
historical and ethnographic
study was one of the first books
about this major Islamic reform
movement and is considered an
insightful and relevant work to
this day.
My Friend the Fanatic May 31
2020 A reporter recounts his
journey through Indonesia and
“guides the reader deftly
through the whirlpool” of
fundamentalism and extremism
(The Wall Street Journal). A
journalist who has contributed
to the Washington Post,
Foreign Policy, and other
prominent publications,
Sadanand Dhume sets out to
explore the world’s most
populous Muslim-majority
country, where in recent years
radicalism has been on the
rise. In a nation once
synonymous with tolerance, the
author, an Indian educated at
Princeton, wants to understand
the roots of this shift, and
begins his memoir at the site of
the notorious Bali bombing of
2002. His traveling companion
is a young Islamist who heroworships the late Osama bin

Laden and sympathizes with
the Taliban. Their travels span
mosques and discotheques,
prison cells and dormitories,
sacred volcanoes and temple
ruins. Over time, they forge an
uneasy friendship that offers a
firsthand look into the crucible
of radical Islam’s future. With a
new preface by the author
detailing what has happened in
Indonesia since the book’s
initial publication, My Friend
the Fanatic is the story of an
alternately disturbing,
amusing, and poignant journey
that illuminates one of the most
pressing issues of our time. “A
vividly engaging portrait of the
jarring contradictions at play
as two diametrically opposed
forces—globalisation and
Islamisation—vie for
Indonesia’s soul . . . A striking
social and political travelogue .
. . A fine writer and lively
storyteller with an eye for lurid
detail.” —The Australian
Democracy in Indonesia Sep 03
2020
The Tolerance of NU Mar 21
2022 To understand Indonesia
as the most Islamic populous
country in the world is not
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complete without reading NU
as the biggest Islamic
organization. Its wisdom to
adapt with a variety of sects
and organizations and even
with the government creates
al-tasamuh (tolerance) of its
followers. It is not amazing,
when in one of its Muktamar
(conference) al-tasamuh was
adopted as one of the
foundations which must be the
spirit of the organization. In
order to know how far this
tolerant character applies, it
could be viewed through its
long history from the
foundation of NU to the
present. However, it is in the
period of Abdurrahman
Wahid's leadership
(1984-1999) that NU came to
the peak alongside many
important events happened in
terms of the tolerance. This
book attempts to deeply
explore the NU tolerance vis a
vis the government's policies
on Islamic affairs with specific
focus on the Wahid's era.
Religion, Law and
Intolerance in Indonesia Aug
26 2022 Despite its
overwhelmingly Muslim

majority, Indonesia has always
been seen as exceptional for its
diversity and pluralism. In
recent years, however, there
has been a rise in
"majoritarianism," with
resurgent Islamist groups
pushing hard to impose
conservative values on public
life in many cases with
considerable success. This has
sparked growing fears for the
future of basic human rights,
and, in particular, the rights of
women and sexual and ethnic
minority groups. There have, in
fact, been more prosecutions of
unorthodox religious groups
since the fall of Soeharto in
1998 than there were under
the three decades of his
authoritarian rule. Some
Indonesians even feel that the
pluralism they thought was
constitutionally guaranteed by
the national ideology, the
Pancasila, is now under threat.
This book contains essays
exploring these issues by
prominent scholars, lawyers
and activists from within
Indonesia and beyond, offering
detailed accounts of the
political and legal implications
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of rising resurgent Islamism in
Indonesia. Examining
particular cases of intolerance
and violence against
minorities, it also provides an
account of the responses

offered by a weak state that
now seems too often unwilling
to intervene to protect
vulnerable minorities against
rising religious intolerance."
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